Engineering Intern Schneider Electric Bulgaria
Location: PLOVDIV
We, at Schneider Electric believe access to energy is a basic human right. We want everyone on our planet to be
provided with safe, reliable, efficient, and sustainable energy. We are committed to innovate solutions that address
the energy paradox: balancing our planet’s carbon footprint and the undisputable right of everyone to quality
energy. Our technologies ensure Life is On everywhere, for everyone and at every moment. Our ingenious solutions
enable lives to be more connected, sustainable, efficient, reliable and safe. Truly global specialist in Energy
Management, Automation and Data Centers we, Schneider Electric have a unique local presence through our
140 000 employees worldwide.
Now, we have a job opportunity for an Engineering intern in our Factory team. You will gain broad entry experience
in a number of different functions and units:

What will you do:






Work with manufacturing engineers on design change covering the entire cycle from identifying the need
of its update to follow up its execution (prioritize, observe, gather, record, write, seek validation, follow up)
Assist manufacturing engineers in localization projects and new product launches. Take approved
documentation and make sure the electronic copies are placed in the correct folders
Get involved in production improvements or cost reductions. Assist manufacturing engineers with
inventory and other normal manufacturing process as needed
Assist manufacturing engineers with analysis of product, measurement of the components, investigation
of quality issues and support of tracking and realizing of improvements action plans
Consolidates data and prepares reports as per department needs

Experience and skills we are looking for:







rd

Bachelor degree – Electrical/Mechanical or Industiral engineering (at least 3 year in university);
Capable of working independently on assignments, willing to accept mentor coaching
Hands on and willing to take initiative
Previous professional or internship experience related to this position
Knowledgeable of Excel and other MS Office products;
Speaking fluent English.

Offer you can expect






Fast paced working environment;
Flexible work arrangements;
Opportunity to learn a lot;
Friendly team.
12 months internship to get good grasp of Industrial processes

Internal

